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Richmond, VA  (April 3, 2019) – When Gabrielle approached me 

about writing a plot to frame Handel’s music, I felt like I’d won a trip 

to geek paradise. Being a lover of baroque opera, my noggin contained 

all the ingredients I’d need to create a passably Handelian script: 

preposterous plot twists, too-clever-by-half rhyme schemes, semi-

realistic/semi-satirical characters, allusions and puns galore… But also being a citizen of our headlong-

hurtling 21
st
 century world, I wanted the work to say something real about the predicaments, individual 

and global, we find ourselves in.  

 

The theme Times Change emerged almost inevitably as the work’s intellectual center. Every time we 

go to an opera we enter a three-part time scheme: the fictional time when the action takes place, the 

historical time when the work was created, and the lived time when we experience the performance. 

Most of the time, we try to ignore how much has changed between the time periods. For the legth of the 

show, we park ourselves imaginatively in an all-in-one composite time. This allows us to do our job as 

audience (suspend disbelief) and reap the reward (get emotionally swept away).  

 

In MINERVA, however, I aim to present the three periods as separate aesthetic, moral, and political 

worlds that reflect on each other. For instance, the plot features ancient notions of heroism that thrill us 

today (as they thrilled people in Handel’s time) but come bound up with antidemocratic, militaristic, 

and patriarchical assumptions that few of us would consent to live by. My plot foregrounds the tension 

between what we like about the past and what we don’t by messing with expectations about which 

characters get to speak, move about in space, and ultimately govern. The Times Change theme is meant 

to spark both appreciation and analysis, to satisfy the aesthetic desire to be moved by old stories and the 

ethical need to think critically about what moves us. 

 

The focal point is Minerva, the one character that appears in all three acts. As a goddess, she is 

unchanging and seemingly all-powerful. However, these qualities hide a weakness that ultimately 

brings about her downfall and that of all the gods. Humans do change. Their pursuit of progress drives 

them ever farther away from the gods’ sphere of influence. This raises three questions central to the 

story: (1) At what point should the old gods’ influence be declared effectively over? (2) Who or what 

takes over then? (2) Is nostalgia a proper response when the gods’ presence can no longer be felt?   

 

This may seem like a lot of modern baggage to drop on a mashup of Handel tunes, an unfair use of 

critical theory to poke a defenseless composer whose time ran out 260 years ago. But I don’t believe 

he’d disagree with MINERVA’s premise of inescapable change. One of his most beautiful airs, set to a 

tune he used over and over again, comes from a work called The Triumph of Time. Its lyrics read: 

“Mortals think that Time is sleeping, when so swiftly, unseen he’s sailing.” 
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